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The stringent control of process variables is a fundamental
requirement for pharmaceutical, technology and manufacturing
industries worldwide. We support top-tier global sector
organisations to increase quality across multiple facilities by
establishing bespoke partnership agreements for integrated
cleanroom solutions. Our global partnership customers benefit
from time and cost savings, consistency in quality and streamlined
procurement, along with the highest levels of service.
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Why People
Choose Us
Rely on Connect 2 Cleanrooms as your partner for technical
expertise and innovative contamination control. Our customers
choose to work with us time and time again. Here’s why.

Experience

Technical Capability

Integrated Solutions

We have supported elite
technologies in the advanced
manufacturing and pharmaceutical
industries at a global level for nearly
2 decades.

Embedding functional performance
into our cleanroom design process,
we produce optimum solutions
that deliver consistent results whilst
managing running costs.

Our range of integrated
contamination control services
provide the unique opportunity to
tighten cleanliness requirements
with one supplier.

Global Reach

Accredited Team

A global provider of cleanroom
facilities and services, our team
and local service support partners
deliver compliance to international
industry standards.

With in-house engineering
capabilities from design to testing,
our team of accredited industry
professionals have a combined
capability you can trust.

1500 +

cleanrooms
installed

6000 +

customers across
6 continents

350 +

years combined
industry experience
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Integrated
Cleanroom
Solutions

Cleanroom Design & Build

Validation

Our cleanroom solutions deliver functional
performance to meet precise requirements.
Our cleanrooms are designed with our customer’s
specific process and industry in mind.

We qualify controlled environments worldwide to
document that performance is in accordance with
process requirements and regulatory standards.

In-house design and installation with inherent
knowledge of cleanroom fundamentals
Stringent but flexible control of contamination,
pressure, temperature and humidity
Scalable envelope solutions, constructed offsite to
minimise downtime and support global implementation
Integrated monitoring and control systems designed to
protect your product and process and promote energy
efficiency
Compliant with quality, manufacturing and industryspecific regulatory standards

The successful implementation of a contamination
control strategy relies upon an effective interface
between a cleanroom’s design and its operation.
Connect 2 Cleanrooms stands alone in supporting
businesses with fully-integrated contamination control
solutions from a single source, so you benefit from
a partner that understands how your facility, testing
and processes interact.

Multi-site 1-5yr service contracts to support
companywide compliance and standardisation
A range of test options with robust documentation
to prove adherence to standards including ISO 146441:2015 and GMP Annex 1
Support from design through to operational
qualification and re-qualification
Custom test schedule designed to ensure appropriate
tests are conducted to evidence compliance
Rapid reassurance with full validation reports issued
in an average of just 2 working days

Consumables & Equipment

Operator Training

The selection of appropriate consumables and
equipment and reliable on-time supply is a critical
factor for all cleanroom facilities.

The biggest contamination risk in a cleanroom is
people and their behaviours. Training can reduce
variables to improve process yield.

Multi-site 1-5yr consumables supply contracts to
support companywide compliance and standardisation
A full portfolio of cleanroom products, furniture and
monitoring equipment, including garment laundry
and rental
Support on product selection to balance cost and
mitigate risk to product and operators
Scalable solutions to reduce risk and manage change
across your supply chain

Minimise the introduction, generation and retention
of contamination through a consistent approach to
operator training
On-site half or full-day packages to promote the
responsibility of each operator to manage cleanroom
behaviours
A balance of theory, interactive demonstrations and
group activities to encourage engagement on every level
Attendance documentation to support internal
processes such as: Restricting cleanroom access to
trained operators
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Global Reach,
Global Capability
United Arab Emirates Albania Angola Antarctica
Austria Australia Azerbaijan Bangladesh Belgium
Bulgaria Bahrain Brazil Canada Switzerland
Chile China Cyprus Czech Republic Germany
Denmark Latvia Egypt Spain EthiopiaFinland
France UK Guernsey Gibraltar Greece Hong
Kong Hungary Indonesia Ireland India Iraq
Iceland Italy Jersey Liechtenstein Lithuania
Luxembourg Latvia Malta Malaysia Nigeria
Netherlands Norway New Zealand Oman
Peru Philippines Pakistan Poland Palestine
Portugal Qatar Romania Russia South Africa
Sweden Singapore Slovenia Slovakia Thailand
Turkey Taiwan Ukraine Uganda USA Uruguay
Our 3D point cloud surveys collect detailed information
about our customer’s facilities, wherever you are in the world.
We can offer this service remotely to save time and control
costs, and to minimise our carbon footprint.

From Cairo to Silicon Valley, our cleanrooms are distributed,
installed and validated with ease and precision by our own
specialist engineers. We actively transact with over 6000
customers across 6 continents. Our global structure allows
us to offer support to customers with cleanroom facilities in
multiple locations.

Product Design

Supply Chain

Structure

Modular design and offsite
construction methodology
facilitates the global deployment
of our cleanroom systems. We use
digital modelling to overcome
challenges in cleanroom design,
delivering advanced air handling
performance and accurate
interfaces using robust envelope
solutions.

A comprehensive product
portfolio from the world’s leading
contamination control brands,
enables us to deliver reliable,
cost-effective and sustainable
solutions to meet your critical
requirements, regardless of your
location.

Our competent and qualified
Installation and Validation team
operate worldwide to ensure
a consistently high level of
quality and compliance. With a
multi-disciplined, in-house team
of cleanroom experts, we have
expansive industry experience,
retaining applied knowledge
and skills.
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Benefits
A Global Partnership with Connect
2 Cleanrooms will drive value across
multiple business functions and facilitate
the sharing of good practice across
sites. Our wide range of products and
solutions are designed to streamline your
contamination control strategy.

Standardisation

Time-saving

Working with us across multiple facilities gives
you the opportunity to deliver consistency in
cleanroom design, specification, monitoring,
validation, training and consumables. This
approach generates efficiencies, drives value
and instills confidence in the performance and
reliability of your controlled environments.

A Global Partnership Agreement allows for an
expedited specification and procurement process.
Ongoing consultancy and advanced notice on
projects allows for predetermined requirements
and pre-contract design work to generate timesaving opportunities and protected capacity.

Quality

Service

With us as your global cleanroom partner, we’ll
use an insight-driven approach to discover the
cost to your organisation of any quality risks
that exist within your clean manufacturing
environmment. We will then provide tailored
solutions to mitigate these risks to improve
quality and yield.

Global Partnership customers benefit from a
premium level of service. Your dedicated contact
will build and manage a bespoke agreement to
suit your product, process and business. Planned
strategy meetings with your organisation will
ensure continuous improvement within your
contamination control.

Cost
Partnering with us as an integrated supplier,
allows us to provide investigation and analysis on
your entire contamination control programme.
From access to pricing matrixes, to energyefficient air-handling, to efficiencies generated
by working with a single point of supply; we can
drive profitability.
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Get in touch to learn more about how our
integrated cleanroom solutions can support
your business. New and existing customers are
welcome to visit me at our office on Liverpool
Street, London (UK), or our head office and
showrooms in Lancaster (UK).

Head of Global Cleanroom Solutions
Mobile: +44 (0)736 543 6868
Direct: +44 (0)203 488 2782
oliver.barker@connect2cleanrooms.com

Our View. Liverpool Street, London

Oliver Barker

